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I’m delighted to say that for
this year’s festival we have
been able to draw together an
inspiring selection of the
world’s finest documentary
films which connect 
imaginatively with such 
fundamental questions.  

Films such as The Yes Men Fix
the World and Big River Man
mix humour with extreme
action to ask critical questions
about the nature of humanity
and the impact of humanity on
the future of the planet.

65_RedRoses, Afghan Star and
Victoire Terminus point to the
struggles many face in their
day to day lives, reminding us
that for many, the human 
condition is defined by 
struggle, but that when shared,
such struggle can become a
source of strength. 

As we in Ireland come to terms
with where we are in 2009, it is
important for us to re-evaluate

what community means to us.
We have put together an 
exciting strand of Irish films
investigating aspects and 
attitudes to community, with
films ranging from the premiere
of The Liberties, to archive
screenings of work from across
the decades, including rarely
seen work from Bob Quinn 
and Radharc.

While documentary film may
not have all the answers, for
those interested in ‘where we
come from, what we are, and
where we are going’, the IFI
Stranger Than Fiction festival is
a great place to start looking.
We would like to take this
opportunity to thank Bord
Scannán na hÉireann/the Irish
Film Board and all of our partners
for their continuing support. I
hope you find these films as 
inspiring as I have, and wish
you the very best for your time
at this year’s festival.

James Kelly
Artistic Director
IFI Stranger Than Fiction
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welcome you all to the IFI’s 8th
Stranger Than Fiction festival. 

Paul Gauguin once named a
painting ‘Where Do We Come
From? What Are We? Where
Are We Going?’. Quite the title
indeed. If ever there were a
rethink of this festival’s name,
I’d suggest something along
these lines might be 
appropriate. Although I’ll
admit, only the most 
committed of documentary
filmgoers would ever find 
their way to 
www.wheredowecomefromwhat
arewewherearewegoing.ie

Nonetheless – these are the
burning questions of our times,
and an ambitious investigation
into such is to be found at the
core of all good documentary
film. Weighty questions 
perhaps, but when treated with
imagination and creativity, the
resulting films can engage,
amuse and inspire.
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Tickets cost €9, except for 
the opening film which
includes a post-screening
reception and costs €15. 
There are special package
prices of €40 for 5 films and
€70 for 10 films, but each 
ticket purchased must be for a
different film and the package
excludes the opening film.

Tickets are available from 
IFI, 6 Eustace Street, 
Temple Bar, 
Dublin 2 
or from the box office 
on 01 679 3477 
or online at www.ifi.ie

We’d love to hear about your
experiences at the IFI, so 
please email any comments to
feedback@irishfilm.ie

Membership is required for all
films. Daily membership costs
€1 and annual membership
just €25. Annual membership
entitles the bearer to discounts
on screenings, free preview
screenings of selected films
throughout the year, one 
complimentary ticket and a
host of other benefits. 

See www.ifi.ie or call 
01 679 5744 for further 
information.B
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Schedule

Thursday 18th 18.15 The Yes Men Fix the World

Friday 19th 12.00 Because We Were Born
12.15 Irish Communities Programme
14.00 Panel Discussion with Screen Producers Ireland
14.00 Objectified
15.45 Afghan Star
16.00 BCI Presentation
17.45 Forgetting Dad
20.00 Dear Zachary: a letter to a son about his father
22.00 Best Worst Movie

Saturday 20th 12.00 Irish Communities Programme
12.15 The Queen and I
14.00 Panel Discussion – Documentary Change and the Community
14.30 Hair India
17.00 65_RedRoses
19.00 Beautiful Losers
21.00 All Tomorrow’s Parties

Sunday 21st 12.00 Short Film Programme
12.15 The Time of Their Lives
14.15 The Liberties
16.45 The Beaches of Agnès (Les plages d’Agnès)
19.00 Victoire Terminus
20.45 Big River Man
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Because We Were Born
The state of Pernambuco, in northeastern Brazil. A huge service 
station in the middle of an arid landscape provides Cocada and
Nego, two young teenage friends, with dreams and distractions.

Cocada dreams of becoming a truck driver, and sleeps in a truck cab
each night. His father was murdered, and he has found a substitute
father in Mineiro, a driver who takes the time to talk with him and who
helps him when the temptation of easy but illegally earned money
becomes too strong. As for Nego, he lives in a favela, surrounded by
a big family. His mother would like him to go to school to get an
education, but Nego wants to leave, to earn some money. 

Endowed with the peculiar maturity that is acquired too soon when
confronted by adversity, they wonder what lies ahead. Their only
perspective: a road leading to São Paulo, to an elsewhere.

“The helmers struck gold with their subjects” Variety

Thursday 18th June, 18.15

IRISH PREMIERE

Directors: Mike Bonanno and Andy Bichlbaum • France/USA • 2009 • 90 mins

Sporting thrift-store suits, armed with nothing but their wit and imagination, Andy
Bichlbaum and Mike Bonanno are The Yes Men. Pranksters, activists, culture jammers
– they infiltrate the highest echelons of business, taking no prisoners along the
way. Their goal? To expose the large-scale greed and corruption that threatens the
very future of civilisation... Caution: contains scenes of underwater ballet!

“It shines with raw wit and originality” Newsweek

Director Mike Bonanno will take part in a post screening Q&A.

Audience Award Berlin International Film Festival 2009

OPENING FILM

The Yes Men Fix the World

Friday 19th June, 12.00

IRISH PREMIERE

Directors: Jean-Pierre Duret & Andrea Santana
France/Brazil • 2008 • 97 mins
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Afghan Star
After 30 years of war and Taliban rule, pop culture is returning to
Afghanistan. Afghan Star, a Pop Idol-style TV series, has captured
the public imagination, and each week millions tune in to watch as
2,000 contestants from across the country compete for a cash 
prize and record deal. In Afghanistan, however, the stakes are 
higher. For many, voting by phone on Afghan Star is their first
encounter of democracy. 

This timely and inspired film follows the dramatic and moving 
stories of four young contestants as they risk all to become the
nation’s favourite singer. But will they attain the freedom they hope
for in this vulnerable and traditional nation?

2009 Sundance Awards: World Cinema Directing Award
(Documentary) & World Cinema Audience Award
(Documentary)

Objectified
Director Gary Hustwit’s follow up to the hugely successful Helvetica,
Objectified examines our complex relationship with manufactured
objects and, by extension, the people who design them. It’s a look at
the creativity at work behind everything from toothbrushes to tech
gadgets. It’s about the designers who re-examine, re-evaluate and
re-invent our manufactured environment on a daily basis. It’s about
personal expression, identity, consumerism and sustainability.

Through verité footage and in-depth conversations, the film 
documents the creative processes of some of the world’s most
influential product designers including Apple’s Jonathan Ive, Dieter
Rams of Braun, and Smart Design founders Davin Stowell and Dan
Formosa, and looks at how the things they make impact our lives.
What can we learn about who we are, and who we want to be,
from the objects with which we surround ourselves?

“witty, engaging and exquisitely crafted’’ Variety

Forgetting Dad
After a seemingly harmless car accident, Richard Minnich, a
California based father of five, wakes up with total amnesia. 
Doctors are baffled, there is no evidence of brain damage or other
physical causes. For the family, the event marks the beginning of a
never-ending nightmare.

Sixteen years later, filmmaker Rick Minnich – Richard’s eldest son –
returns to California to investigate why his father’s memory still
hasn’t returned. Meeting with Richard’s family and friends, he
reconstructs the period of time before and the years following the
accident. Along the way, Rick not only discovers many deep-rooted
emotions of his own, but also uncovers startling facts. Was Richard
really struck by a horrible affliction, or was he perhaps trying to
escape from a life he could no longer lead?

Director Rick Minnich will participate in a post screening Q&A.
IDFA Special Jury Award 2008

Friday 19th June, 17.45

Director: Rick Minnich
Germany • 2008 • 84 mins

Presented in cooperation with 
Guth Gafa Documentary Festival

Friday 19th June, 15.45

IRISH PREMIERE

Director: Havana Marking
UK/Afghanistan • 2008 • 87 mins

Friday 19th June, 14.00

Director: Gary Hustwit
USA • 2009 • 75 mins
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The Queen and I
Director Nahid Persson Sarvestani is an Iranian filmmaker and 
former revolutionary who helped to overthrow the monarchy in
Iran’s 1979 revolution. Having made two anti-Islamist 
documentaries highlighting her anger and disappointment with
post-revolutionary Iran, she decided to make a film about the 
former queen of Iran, her old adversary. 

On the face of it, both women are from radically different 
backgrounds. Yet they have much in common: both are bound to a
common heritage and both live in forced exile in Europe. Over a
two year period, they confront each other about their past, 
question their former beliefs and share their grievances. Their 
relationship grows as they realise they have much in common.
These are two strong women who have risen above hardships and
continue to work towards a positive future.

Best Worst Movie
In 1989, a number of unwitting Utah actors starred in what was
soon to be regarded as the worst movie in history. The film in 
question? Troll 2. One review stated: “There are movies that are 
bad. There are movies that are so-bad-they’re-good. And then there‘s
Troll 2 – a movie that’s so bad that it defies comprehension.”

Filmed by an Italian crew, most of whom had no English, this
straight-to-video catastrophe should have long been consigned to 
oblivion. However, two decades later, it transpires the film is far
from forgotten. Michael Paul Stephenson, the film’s legendarily
inept child star, dons the director’s hat to unravel the improbable, 
humorous and heartfelt story of an Alabama dentist-turned-cult-
movie-icon, the story of the thousands of Troll 2 fans across the U.S.
and the story of an Italian film director with a very unique vision.

“strangely moving, insightful and entertaining” Variety

Dear Zachary: 
a letter to a son about his father
On the evening of November 5th 2001, Dr. Andrew Bagby, 28, was
murdered in a parking lot in western Pennsylvania. The prime 
suspect, his ex-girlfriend Dr. Shirley Turner, promptly fled the United
States for St. John’s, Newfoundland – where she announced that she
was pregnant with Andrew’s child. She named the little boy Zachary. 

Filmmaker Kurt Kuenne, Andrew’s childhood friend, originally began
this film as a way for little Zachary to learn about his father. But when
Shirley Turner was allowed to walk free on bail in Canada and given
custody of Zachary while awaiting extradition to the United States,
the film’s focus shifted to Zachary’s grandparents, David & Kathleen
Bagby, and their desperate efforts to win custody of the boy.

“A crime story so gripping, devastating, and ultimately unforgettable
that it easily trumps any thriller Hollywood has to offer this year”
Village Voice

Friday 19th June, 20.00

IRISH PREMIERE

Director: Kurt Kuenne
US • 2008 • 93 mins

Friday 19th June, 22.00

IRISH PREMIERE

Director: Michael Paul Stephenson
US • 2009 • 91 mins

Saturday 20th June, 12.15

IRISH PREMIERE

Director: Nahid Persson Sarvestani
Sweden • 2008 • 90 mins
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65_RedRoses
Eva is a young, beautiful and smart overachiever with a loving family
and a great sense of humour. She also shares a terrible bond with
some very special friends. Eva (65_redroses) and her online friends
(Spirit_of_Kina and megmucus) all have cystic fibrosis. 

On a waiting list for a lung transplant, Eva faces the stark reality that
the transplant could either kill her or give her another shot at life.
The only ones who truly know what she's facing are 22-year-old
Kina, battling chronic rejection from her double lung transplant,
and 19-year-old Meg, who tries to drink and medicate herself into
denial. Unable to meet because of the deadly risk of passing 
superbugs to one another, the girls are each other’s lifelines as they
face some of the toughest decisions anyone could ever make when
all they really want to do is breathe. (Gisèle Gordon/Hot Docs)

Presented in association with The Radharc Trust.

Beautiful Losers
In New York in the early ’90s, a group of like-minded outsiders
found themselves at the heart of an arts movement born out of
skateboarding, punk, hip-hop and graffiti. Based in Aaron Rose’s
Lower East Side Alleged Gallery, they made art that reflected the
lifestyles they led and developed their craft with almost no 
influence from the ‘establishment’ art world. 

As the director of Beautiful Losers, Rose has gathered together 
former collaborators such as Harmony Korine, Mike Mills, Cheryl
Dunn, Barry McGee and Shepard Fairey to share their experiences
of this time and examine the effect they had on the art world. Like
All Tomorrow’s Parties (page 8) and Roll Up Your Sleeves (page 10),
Beautiful Losers is a wonderful celebration of grass-roots creativity
in which a do-it-yourself, independent ideology reigns supreme.

“a celebration of people and community, what can happen when
like-minded individuals really get it together” The Los Angeles Times

Hair India
India has always been praised for her idyllic standard of beauty,
from women’s saris to her skin and hair. But now, even she has
undergone a Western makeover. Hair India takes outsourcing to a
new level in this fascinating exposé of a lucrative Indian export:
hair. It begins in West Bengal where a young girl donates her hair to
the temple. The hair is then sorted by an assembly line of women
and sold to Great Lengths, an Italian company that sells the plaits as
hair extensions to wealthy women around the world. 

Along the way, we meet the players, from the hair donors and 
dealers to Sangreeta, who represents the modern Indian working
woman and the Westernisation of India’s beauty standards. Hair
India effortlessly illustrates how globalisation, marketing of vanity,
and traditional rituals can all contribute to create a lucrative 
enterprise. (Karina Rotenstein/Hot Docs)

Screening followed by Q&A with the director Raffaele Brunetti.

Saturday 20th June, 14.30

IRISH PREMIERE

Directors: Raffaele Brunetti & Marco Leopardi
Italy • 2008 • 75 mins

Saturday 20th June, 17.00

IRISH PREMIERE

Directors: Philip Lyall & Nimisha Mukerji
Canada • 2009 • 71 mins
Official selection of Hot Docs Documentary Festival

Saturday 20th June, 19.00

IRISH PREMIERE

Director: Aaron Rose
USA • 2008 • 90 mins
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All Tomorrow’s Parties
In an out-of-season holiday camp on the coast of England, cult
music festival All Tomorrow’s Parties has, since 1999, served up a
heady combination of alternative music, film screenings, crazy golf
and chalet-living, all curated by a single band or artist. 

This DIY concert film is a semi-found bricolage made from Super8,
camcorder and mobile phone footage, much of it contributed by
more than two hundred filmmakers, fans and musicians over the 
festival’s recent history, with key contributions from Jonathan
Caouette (Tarnation) and Vincent Moon. 

It features an eclectic mix of some of the most influential or
groundbreaking artists that have appeared at ATP including Battles,
Sonic Youth, Belle And Sebastian, Grinderman, Iggy and the
Stooges, and Portishead.

Producer Luke Morris will introduce the film.

The Liberties
Unlike anything else you will see in this year’s festival, The Liberties
is the film equivalent of a portrait gallery. A series of 12 beautifully
crafted short films, each focuses on a different microcosm within
Dublin’s Liberties community. For example, we meet the man who
raised seven daughters in a two bedroom flat; the stone sculptor
set to retire after sixty years of work; the evangelical church 
reaching out with bingo; and the Oscar-winning actress who would
live nowhere else in the world. In honouring each individual story, The
Liberties becomes a wonderful celebration of this unique community. 

Screens with: Clubs are Trumps (1959, 22mins) Preserved at
the Irish Film Archive, this film shows a youth club in the Liberties –
and the valiant attempts by a local Augustinian priest to gainfully
occupy local youths and to protect them from the evils of city life. 

Tom Burke and Shane Hogan will participate in a post 
screening Q&A.

The Time of Their Lives
At 101, Rose is a former journalist, sex-therapist and counsellor, and is
now the oldest newspaper columnist in the world. Hetty, 102, is a 
veteran Stop-the-War campaigner and Alison, 87, is a novelist and self-
styled ‘establishment lady’ who was once a committed member of the
Communist Party. They live in a home for the ‘active elderly’ and 
regularly share their impassioned concerns on everything from terrorism
to global warming – not to mention the meaning of life, death and sex.
Surprising, poignant and at times very funny, The Time of Their Lives
reveals the everyday mystery of how very old people experience 
life. Like first-hand witnesses reporting back from the edge of their
own mortality, Hetty, Rose and Alison tell us things of which no-one
ever speaks. The ultimate coming-of-age movie.

Screens with: Ma Bar

Hilary Durman (Producer) will attend the screening.

Saturday 20th June, 21.00

IRISH PREMIERE

Directors: ATP and Jonathan Caouette 
UK • 2009 • 82 mins

Sunday 21st June, 12.15

IRISH PREMIERE

Director: Jocelyn Cammack
UK • 2009 • 70 mins

Sunday 21st June, 14.15

IRISH PREMIERE

Directors: Tom Burke & Shane Hogan
Ireland • 2009 • 90 mins
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Big River Man
This is the story of Martin Strel, the four-time world record holding
endurance swimmer, and his absurdly ambitious attempt to be the
first person to swim the world’s most hostile and dangerous river,
the mighty Amazon.

Part world-class sporting event, part circus sideshow, we follow the
eccentric and celebrated Slovenian Strel 3,375 miles over 66 days
on history’s longest and most perilous swim.

Overweight, a heavy drinker, and pushing 53 years of age, Strel is an
unlikely superman. His handpicked crew of faith healers, outsiders
and drunks watch him battle his many demons as he swims day after
day, mile after mile, going slowly more and more off the rails. Framed
by the crisis-ridden spectacular Amazonian Rain forest, humorous,
dark and compelling, this is a film of Hertzogian proportions.

2009 Sundance: World Cinema Cinematography Award

The Beaches of Agnès
Les plages d’Agnès
Beaches have always been important to Agnès Varda. Whether as
the location of the plentiful and sunny summer holidays of her
childhood, or in her temporary exile as a teenager in wartime
France, or indeed as the location for the filming of her remarkable
first feature film, La Pointe Courte – beaches have always held a
special place in her imagination.

In The Beaches of Agnès, Varda, heroine of the French New Wave,
returns once more to the beaches, using her early memories of the
coast as a springboard for the film’s meditation on her youth.
Weaving photography, archive footage, scenes from her own 
films and present-day sequences, Varda takes us on a memorable
voyage through her life. Idiosyncratic, engaging and deeply moving,
this is the autobiography of one of the essential cinematic poets of
our time.

Victoire Terminus
Tata Rafael Stadium, Kinshasa. It was here in 1974 that Muhammad
Ali knocked out George Foreman in the legendary ‘rumble in the
jungle’. Now, in the summer of 2006, as the war-torn Democratic
Republic of Congo struggles to move forward, that moment seems
like worlds away. Every day at dawn, thousands of people from the
ghetto come to train in the old stadium, while nearby various political
parties gather to rally. It is amidst this chaos, we find protagonists
Martini, Jeannette, Hélène and Rosette sparring every day under the
tutelage of Coach Judex. A vivid portrait of a group of outstanding
women doing all they can to get ahead in an African city caught in
the turmoil of its first democratic elections in over forty years. 
In cooperation with Guth Gafa Documentary Festival, this
screening will include Postcards to the Edge, a series of six
short South African films.

Winner of the 2008 London Film Festival Grierson Award

Sunday 21st June, 16.45

IRISH PREMIERE

Director: Agnès Varda
France • 2008 • 110 mins

Sunday 21st June, 16.45

IRISH PREMIERE

Directors: Renaud Barret & Florent de la Tullaye
France • 2008 • 80 mins

Sunday 21st June, 20.45

IRISH PREMIERE

Director: John Maringouin
USA • 2009 • 100 mins
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These two engaging programmes of films preserved at the
Irish Film Archive present a range of unique perspectives
on Irish communities defined by geography, by ethnicity,
or by shared cultural, economic or political experience.
Programme selected by Sunniva O’Flynn, Curator, IFI.

Programme 1 
Irish Communities Abroad

Goodbye to Glocamorra
Radharc • 1968 • 27 mins 
The suburb of Inwood, NY, has been called the last of the Irish 
ghettos. Irish accents can be heard, Irish newspapers bought and
GAA matches played. The Radharc team visits Inwood and explores
Irish attitudes to the arrival of new ethnic groups into the district.

Guests of Another Nation
Dir/prod: John Fleming/Mark Stewart • 1988 • 28 mins 
This recently re-discovered independent documentary captures the
alienation of young Irish emigrants in London in the late 1980s
through interviews with a labourer, a nurse, a businessman, a priest,
and musician Cathal Coughlan. 

The Forgotten Irish
Radharc • 1981 • 46 mins
A remote Newfoundland township, settled by Irish fishermen from
the southeast corner of Ireland over two centuries ago. Little has
changed for this geographically-isolated community over the years.
The songs, dances and devotions are reminiscent of an Ireland
which many people have forgotten.

Programme 2
Alternative Communities

The Silent Order
George Fleischmann • 1948 • 10 mins 
The silent order of Trappist monks from the Monastery of the Holy
Cross, Roscrea, Co. Tipperary go quietly about their business as
farmers, scholars, artists and writers.

Family
Bob Quinn • 1979 • 28 mins
This remarkably revealing documentary, set on the a small island
off the coast of Donegal, documents ordinary and extraordinary
moments in the lives of an unusual community known as “Atlantis”,
but more popularly known as “The Screamers” – a group who
believe that screaming in itself is a form of therapy. 

Roll Up Your Sleeves 
Dylan Haskins • 2008 • 27 mins 
This debut film was shot over a two year period by Dylan Haskins
and his friends. A journey that begins with a series of non-profit
gigs in his own home in Ireland, leads to an illuminating European
tour with Haskins driving US folk punk band, Ghost Mice, from town
to town and discovering that the global phenomenon of 
do-it-yourself culture is about much more than the music.

Screening followed by a Panel Discussion at 2.00pm (see p.11). 
10 IFI Stranger Than Fiction 2009

Irish 
Communities 
on Film

The Silent Order

Goodbye to Glocamorra

Friday 19th June, 12.15

Saturday 20th June, 12.00
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Panel Discussion with 
Screen Producers Ireland
Friday June 19th, 2.00pm, IFI Meeting Room

Screen Producers Ireland (SPI) is the 
representative body for independent producers
of film, television and animation. With over 170
production companies in membership, Screen
Producers Ireland lobbies to represent their 
interests at Government level and with other
stakeholders in the industry. SPI also provides 
services and information to members on a 
regular basis through industry seminars and
events, and promotes the development of film,
television and animation production as a key
industry in Ireland’s economic development. 

Events are a key element of SPI Membership and
usually take the form of panel discussions or
seminars with national and/or international
industry experts, commissioning editors, sales
agents or advisors. 

Please refer to www.ifi.ie or 
www.screenproducersireland.com for 
updated information on this Panel Discussion.

BCI Presentation
Friday 19th June, 4.00pm, IFI Meeting Room

The BCI’s ‘Sound & Vision Broadcasting Funding
Scheme’ presentation for IFI Stranger Than
Fiction will be delivered by Stephanie Comey
(Scheme Director). The Presentation will cover
the Scheme’s achievements and ambitions 
followed by a Q&A session with the audience. 

Panel Discussion
Documentary, Change and the Community
Saturday June 20th, 2.00pm, IFI Meeting Room

At this time of such change in our society, what, if
anything, should be the role of documentary film? 

There are many questions to be addressed in 
this discussion – on a fundamental level, can 
documentary film actually change how a 
community operates? If so, what are the key
issues to be considered? Who decides what 
stories get told? With the arrival of broadband,
can the internet ‘fix the world’? 

Guided by the Chair, the panel of filmmakers 
will lead what will be a very open discussion
exploring the opportunities, issues and challenges
facing those working at the intersection between
documentary and community.

Panellists: Bob Quinn (Dir. Family), Áine O’Brien
(DIT), Dylan Haskins (Dir. Roll Up Your Sleeves),
Tom Burke (Dir. The Liberties), Hilary Durman
(Prod. The Time of Their Lives).
Chair: James Kelly (Artistic Director, IFI Stranger
Than Fiction).

Short Film Programme
Interested in seeing the future generation of documentary filmmakers?
The short film programme is the place to go. Featuring a selection
of the finest short documentaries from across Ireland, interspersed
with a selection of international gems, every year this programme
presents films made with a variety of styles on a wide range of 
subject matters – there’s truly something for everyone!

Films are up to 15 minutes in duration, and all are in competition,
with three prizes here for the taking; Best Irish Short Documentary,
Best International Short Documentary and the Audience Award. 
A jury of esteemed film and documentary experts will decide 
winners of the Best Irish and Best International prizes, with voting
for the Audience Award taking place in the cinema immediately
after the screening. All awards announced at the end – bring your
best gown! 

Awards will be presented by Sean Farnel, Director of
Programming at Canada’s Hots Docs Documentary Festival.

Sunday 21st June, 12.00
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The Liberties

Ma Bar 
Directors: Finlay Pretsell, Adrian McDowall

All panel discussions are free, but booking is essential.
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6 Eustace Street, 
Temple Bar, 
Dublin 2
www.ifi.ie
Box office 01 679 3477
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